
 
WORK EXPERIENCE  
 
IWR is a virtual service that works with every individual to find out what they find helps 
them and what you need to be able to progress forward to a more work ready you. We 
help you by working with you to create your own individual program to help you move 
forward in your life and hopefully improve the emotional side effects of not being able to 
do this. This could mean we work with you to create tasks for you to do daily to help you 
progress, you contribute to our IWR website or product creation, or we work with you on 
an individual basis to progress with specific things you are finding difficult. This does 
lead to a reference written by us to display the skills you will have learnt to show to 
potential employers.  One of our major priorities is to collect creative expression and 
ideas to help through this difficult time give a voice and help share experiences from 
those related to disability or Covid 19 or just to show creative ability. We need help to 
develop a creative and interesting website for example art.   We are very aware this job 
description will not be suitable for everyone who wants to get involved and what to 
support individuals to use their strengths and adapt to their situation. We are offering 
traineeships and Supported Internships virtually to individuals with disabilities or SEND.  
 
We are looking to develop partnerships and are very open to discussing specific 
requirements or terms. Most work experience activities are unpaid.  
 
Example Work Experience brief IWR  

• Help towards the construction of a creativity zone on the website where 
individuals can contribute general art, photography, creative writing, comic book strips. 
Discuss a weekly creative project with IWR and agree to the 'brief such as using 'art, 
photography, writing, drawing, mixed media.Some projects will be purely creative others 
could be specific such as to do work on a certain life skill topic, COVID 19 theme, or 
disability theme if they were comfortable doing so.  
  

• Find and plan the location for the photo session or an art session. 
Consider why that location may be useful for example go on a daily walk or in a garden. 
Record where photography is taken (general date and time) 

 



• Take a wide range of photography and at the end of a session select at 
least 4-6 photos per day as per the brief discussed as an example this could be an 
element of nature like flowers or related to Covid 19 or other agreed theme. Where 
possible also consider writing why you like the photo and anything noteworthy/unusual. 
A template can be given for this. 
 

• Where possible put the selected photography or art thought to be of good 
quality into a PowerPoint presentation if appropriate. 
 

• Attempt to write a sentence or more about why a photo was taken, 
possibly naming the photo. Where this is difficult sessions can be arranged to discuss 
the photography prior to sending in and working with others. 

• Sometimes work may involve simple step by step instruction for using 
digital design websites. Agreeing on a set product in advance and the requirements but 
using their own creativity to select colours and font.The product will then be added to 
the online shop.  
 

• Some projects involve trying to write own basic messages/quotes to go 
with photography for adding to products for example ‘be positive’ ‘Rise and Shine’, 
‘Weather the Storm’. It may help to look for examples online but always considering the 
art or photography and what message may be suitable to make the product sell. Again 
group sessions and mind mapping can take place to help this. 
 

• Individuals may be asked to use and review certain resources or 
signposted websites from the IWR website completing a basic review template or doing 
a basic PowerPoint about a given resource. Resources are wide ranging and include 
easy read all normally focused on adult life and disability. 
 

• Individuals may be asked to try out and review typically by using or doing 
a project using certain educational or creative free apps. Basic reviews would be for the 
website. They may be asked to complete creative tasks using an app for example make 
a Pic Collage or a certain theme or a ChatterPix animation etc all for the website.  
 

• Individuals may get set a task to create a certain resource to help others 
for example picture instructions for a daily living task e.g making a cup of tea,  

• Individuals may be given a specific project for example to create a comic 
book strip on a set theme or do some painting or drawing that could be added to the 
website www.indpendentandworkready.co.uk  

http://www.indpendentandworkready.co.uk/


Individuals may if this is something they could enjoy be encouraged to submit artwork, 
comic book strips, creative stories for the website as per their own ideas or as part of a 
wider group project. 
 

• Individuals may get involved in specific group projects for example a 
newsletter they can submit stories or art too. 

• Individuals may if this is something they could enjoy be encouraged to 
write a basic blog about anything to do with disability and adult life or do a video about 
disability and adult life. 

•  
• Individuals may be asked to tell Covid 19 isolation stories/ their Covid 19 

experiences via writing, art, photography or videos. 
 

• Individuals may if suitable be asked to create some promotional materials 
that could simply be a poster about IWR or a PowerPoint or possibly if suitable a leaflet. 
 

• Individuals may be asked to research for the website their understanding 
of a topic depending on the situation this could be their understanding of interviews, job 
searching, booking doctors appointments, anything adult life related at a level suitable 
for them. They can put a PowerPoint together for the website or do a video or a poster. 
This could also be with some assistance if needed via a Zoom session. 
Some individuals may be given social media activities.  
Individuals must inform IWR if they are for any reason unable to commit to the work 
experience for example illness. 
Individuals will ask for help if needed and respond to emails as required. 
Individuals will complete short monitoring surveys at the beginning, end of each week 
and end of placement.  
 
Work experience is free and for an agreed time for example to help a course 
requirement or as a stepping stone post college or following a long time out of education 
or when long term unemployed or when suffering low confidence/challenging times. 
Individuals working in partnership as ‘artists’ can however maintain an ongoing working 
commission based partnership relationship based on their own design/photography 
product creation activities with us. We are very focused on inclusion and mixed ability, 
we want individuals to get involved and participate.  
 
General Services note: 'We are offering  work experience and some other tailored 
services for free at this time.  To be able to continue to offer tailored disability online 
support, IWR have secured funding for free work experience and some other sessions 



keep costs as low as possible for you for our other services such as social support and 
social activities some may want to get involved in long term. In the form of progression 
IWR will also long term be looking to work in partnership with artists with 
disabilities/chronic health so they can sell their own original artwork products created a 
little more independently via the online shop for an agreed share of the profits when 
sold. At times the organisation also runs competitions to this effect.  
 
Long term we hope to offer as well a face to face Buckinghamshire work and day trips for activities like 
photography.  
 
Contact details independentandworkready@gmail.com  
Tel 01494 713033  
 

mailto:independentandworkready@gmail.com

